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A wide range of facilities are provided by the Department of Business Administration for its
students keeping in mind their varied needs. Some of those are as follow:
1.

Air Conditioned Computer Lab: - Computer Lab with 30 dedicated desktop. All
machines with high end processors, all connected with LAN for internet access, all
machines have latest version of Windows, MS Office, SPSS etc.

2.

Training and Placement Cell: - Training and Placement Cell was established
with the aim of providing full assistance to students in getting trained and placed in
reputed corporate entities, which it has been doing consistently right from the
inception, over the time it has established itself as a bridge between students and
corporates by providing them right guidance and timely assistance.

3.

Students-Teacher Interaction Cell: - Students-Teachers Interaction Cell works
rigorously towards solving the problems faced by the students. Students freely convey
their problems directly to the teachers at the time of meetings, and efforts are made to
resolve the issues raised in the meeting at earliest possible time. After its inception in
January 2014, three meetings of the Cell have been convened where a number of
issues were discussed and resolved.

4.

Grievance Redressal Cell: - This cell is created keeping in view the grievances of
the students and teacher. The cell composed of senior teachers and intelligent
students for redressing the problem in time to time.

5.

24 X 7 WI-FI for Internet Access: - The Campus is the Wi-Fi (wireless) enabled.
This is to provide sufficient opportunity to the Students–turned–Managers and
teachers to use the laptop computer and cell phone most effectively in their learning
and application processes. Students can research on the Net referring to many
journals and publications, etc. They can access the web anytime.

6.

Well Class Rooms: - Spacious and ventilized class rooms with clean black boards,
which help the students in getting unique experience.

7.

Availability of Screen Projector: - The campus has advanced LCD screen
projectors, overhead projectors to help the students in delivering power point
presentation in seminars, conferences workshop etc.

8.

Cultural Cell: - This cell is created keeping in view the interest/hobbies of the
students in variety of field. The cell is supposed to organize cultural programme and
to conduct extra curriculum activities for the students.

9.

Sanitization facilities: - The campus is equipped with various sanitization facilities
such as water purifier along with water cooler for drinking water, Clean and
Ventilized Class Rooms, Clean Toilet, etc.

